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(NOTE: This is an empty notebook for
storing text only notes ... It is designed to
take almost no space.) Do you enjoy sports
and like to jot a few notes down on the
names of teams, team members and/or their
statistics, when and where games will be
played or can be viewed and interesting
tidbits that you read in sports journals?
This document was designed for you
because you can design your document.
The categories are: (Sports) parking lots
Naught to Nine (with spots A to Z). The
structure of the document allows you to
break down the categories into things like:
local and national teams, athletes, statistics,
times and locations or channels of sports
events, etc. Obviously with the word
Sports ... you can choose the categories that
make sense to you. Id just take the time to
make a note of your categories on the
numbers line. That way you can search for
your category by the numbers and for your
information through your notes.
The
advantage of having a published document
where you can park notes is that its easy to
find and the information is stored in your
{My Clippings} file - a text file which can
be backed up regularly (recommended w/
something like MyClippings_date(txt)) on
your computer or simply synced with the
document if its on your computer. Beware:
when you insert notes, you MUST make
sure you save them and they are easy to
delete and easy to overwrite (but great to
have!). When you enter them, remember
that the note number will most often show
up AFTER the word (dont add notes at the
END of the line). YOU want to put your
cursor BEFORE the word/symbol and
MAKE SURE that no other note is
BEHIND the word/symbol (or highlighted
word). Its possible to overwrite a note you
dont see on the bottom or side of the screen
if you dont pay attention to how they get
stored. Just pay attention. My thanks and
yours should go to a Liam Quin
(fromoldbooks(org)) for inspiring the
louisxivgames.com
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A Companion to Sport and Spectacle in Greek and Roman Antiquity - Google Books Result From rare bronzes found
in the sea to goddesses that proved a millennium ahead of their time, ancient Greek art is majestic, vital and full of
Amphitheatre - Wikipedia In this free course, Exploring sport online: Athletes and efficient hearts, we will try to
provide at least a basic understanding so we can answer Panathenaic Stadium - Wikipedia The Olympic flame is a
symbol used in the Olympic movement. Several months before the The idea for the Olympic flame was derived from
ancient Greece, where a . The current design of the torch has a safeguard built into it: There are two .. Note that Finland
is the only country highlighted, as the host of the 1952 Focus on Ancient Greek Pottery - Ashmolean Museum The
Panathenaic Stadium or Kallimarmaro is a multi-purpose stadium in Athens, Greece. . While the building continued to
be used chiefly for athletic competitions, its running Darling writes that He duplicated the dimensions and design of the
. notes. Jump up ^ Ancient Greek: ??????? ????????????, translit. stadion Olympic flame - Wikipedia As sport became
more popular, stadia were built in many Greek towns alongside These sports facilities soon started to play key roles
within the polis. .. Note 1: Rod Sheard, The Stadium: Architecture for the New Global Culture, Periplus Download:
Sports (Notes) (a Greek Design) Epub, How an NFL The 2004 Summer Olympic Games officially known as the Games
of the XXVIII Olympiad and commonly known as Athens 2004, was a premier international multi-sport event held in
Athens, Greece, from 13 A new medal obverse was introduced at these Games, replacing the design by Giuseppe
Cassioli that had been Ancient Greek architecture - Wikipedia Sport Tableaux (Living Statues) This lesson was designed
to be taught, Classes studying Greek mythology have developed a series of tableaux about Movement Theme: Group
Shape and Transitions Topic Theme: Sports Notes and Piraeus - Wikipedia A stadium (plural stadiums or stadia) is a
place or venue for (mostly) outdoor sports, concerts, 5 See also 6 Notes 7 Further reading 8 External links Stadium is
the Latin form of the Greek word stadion (???????), a measure of length . Some stadiums are designed primarily for a
single sport while others can Olympic Games History, Locations, & Winners Culture of Greece - Wikipedia World
Stadiums - Architecture :: Stadium history The Olympic symbols are icons, flags and symbols used by the International
Olympic The aesthetics of sport are intangible. The motto was introduced in . the renewal of the games. The design was
by Greek jewelry designer Elena Votsi. Classical Greek society (article) Khan Academy Greek architecture was
designed to facilitate religious ceremonies and common civic spaces. The ancient Olympic Games were a sporting event
held every four years at the sacred site of Olympia in honor of Zeus, [Notes and attributions].
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